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The U.S. equity market continued to ignore rising bond
yields through the month of January as lingering
optimism over tax cuts and global growth pushed U.S.
stock indices to all-time highs near month end.
Conversely, the Canadian equity market continued to be
“out of favour” with both Canadian and global investors
alike driving the TSX lower over the course of January
despite higher commodity prices. Finally, the Canadian
dollar rallied last month (up over 2%) on the back of both
the better commodity outlook (especially oil) and the Bank of Canada rate increase. For the month,
the TSX declined 1.4% while the S&P 500 climbed 5.7% or 3.3% in Canadian dollar terms. Our
blended benchmark was up 0.9% for the month of January.

Although we were bullish on the outlook for equities given the improving global growth outlook
and the potential for positive revisions to earnings estimates due to tax cuts (see our December
monthly), the speed and amplitude of the move higher in U.S. equity prices in January surprised us.
Similarly, the decline in the Canadian equity market was also surprising, especially the energy
sector’s lethargic reaction to sharply higher crude oil prices (WTI was up almost 7% in January to
US$64.56 or almost $80 Canadian!). We continue to believe the underlying fundamentals for crude
oil are improving despite the ongoing ramp in U.S. shale oil production.  We expect both WTI and
Brent prices to stay near or above US$60 over the course of 2018. At these crude prices we believe
select energy producers and their related service companies o er tremendous value on an absolute,
let alone relative, basis at current levels. In our view, energy equities are being held back by an
overarching (and incorrect) belief that the combination of swelling U.S. shale production and a
secular long term decline in oil demand (electric cars) mean that oil’s rebound in 2017 is temporary
and will imminently resume a decline to US$50 and below. Simply put, strong global growth is
pushing oil demand higher than current consensus (as it did in 2017) and electric vehicles are a
decade away from even beginning to reduce the size of the global  eet of gas-based vehicles. From a
supply standpoint, there is a limit to how much supply the U.S. can add in a given year and even a
very bullish view of shale growth is not enough to o set the substantial decline in non-OPEC
o shore output that is rapidly unfolding. As to what will cause investors to wake up to the value
o ered in energy shares, we expect nothing less than good old fashioned beats on cash  ow and
balance sheets to be the catalyst – which will likely take another quarter or two to be considered
more than temporary by the bears.

As for bond yields, we have highlighted in several of our past monthlies that the bond market was
underestimating the pace at which the Fed was likely to increase rates in 2018 and 2019.  That has
begun to change as the bond market has already moved from discounting only a single rate hikes in
2018 (back in December) to almost four rate hikes today. At current levels, rising rates should not
be a meaningful problem for either the stock market or the real economy.  The sharp rise in
volatility witnessed in early February was in our view more of a reaction to the very high levels of
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complacency in place as the U.S. equity market ripped higher through late 2017 and early 2018
(and the unwinding of the resulting short volatility products that become popular).  Absolute yields
still remain incredibly low across the entire yield curve and we are still not back to even a “neutral”
rate yet.  It is a reminder of how ridiculously accommodative policy was that the unwinding of that
policy is taking multiple years to even begin to approach neutral. That all said, these cycles usually
end in a similar fashion – the Fed returns to neutral then keeps going higher as they realize that
they have fallen “behind the curve” on an overheating economy. Eventually, the rising cost of capital
surfaces bad investment decisions made when capital was very cheap and the shock of taking those
losses raises the cost of capital further, driving a sello  in risk assets and the next bear market.  In
our view, we are still well away from that point – rates are rising but still very low, taxes are
dropping raising cash  ow and the economy remains fairly healthy. Our best guess would be
sometime in 2019 or 2020 for the Fed to eventually get rates to the point where they impact asset
prices and, eventually, cause the next recession.

Our portfolio remains well diversi ed across sectors with attractive cash  ow producing companies
at valuations we  nd compelling relative to what the market averages o er.  Our largest sector
allocations remain to  nancials (a mix of U.S. banks and exchanges along with a Canadian bank and
insurance companys) and energy (E&P producers, a major driller and a pipeline service company).
We had added signi cant upside exposure through call options back in the fall of 2017 (they o ered
similar upside to stocks with signi cantly less downside) but had removed almost all of those
positions by early January given our view (which proved premature) that the market would not keep
rising as quickly as it had in the fourth quarter of 2017).

Our hedging book remains robust and is largely based on S&P put options although we did add
some Canadian market hedges in January given our energy exposure. Hedging costs are now higher
than most of last year as volatility has risen in 2018 but we would note that current levels of
volatility are in fact historically normal. We continue to be able to roll our hedge book at an
annualized cost level in line with our historical range and our strikes currently sit 4-5% below
current market levels.

All in, market action has driven an interesting start to 2018 but in the end equity markets are
currently wobbling around  at for the year. We expect continued economic strength and relatively
strong earnings growth (boosted by tax cuts) to support higher prices for our equity holdings in
2018 but, as always, we are well hedged in case we are wrong.

Until next month,

The Ninepoint Enhanced Team

 

All returns and fund details are a) based on Class/Series F shares/units; b) net of fees; c) annualized if period is

greater than one year; d) as at January 31, 2018; e) inception date for Ninepoint Enhanced Equity Class is

04/16/12.  50% of S&P/TSX Composite TRI; 50% of S&P 500 TRI CAD and is computed by Ninepoint Partners LP

based on available index information.

The Fund is generally exposed to the following risks. See the prospectus of the Fund for a description of these

risks: capital depletion risk (series T and series FT securities only); capital gains risk; class risk; commodity

risk; concentration risk; credit risk; currency risk; cybersecurity risk; derivatives risk; exchange traded

funds risk; foreign investment risk; in ation risk; interest rate risk; market risk; regulatory risk; securities
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lending, repurchase and reverse repurchase transactions risk; series risk; short selling risk; tax risk.

Ninepoint Partners LP is the investment manager to the Ninepoint Funds (collectively, the “Funds”). Commissions,

trailing commissions, management fees, performance fees (if any), other charges and expenses all may be

associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the prospectus carefully before investing. The indicated

rate of return for series F units of the Fund for the period ended January 31, 2018 is based on the historical

annual compounded total return including changes in unit value and reinvestment of all distributions and does

not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any

unitholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently

and past performance may not be repeated. The information contained herein does not constitute an o er or

solicitation by anyone in the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such an o er or solicitation is not

authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an o er or solicitation. Prospective investors

who are not resident in Canada should contact their  nancial advisor to determine whether securities of the Fund

may be lawfully sold in their jurisdiction.

The opinions, estimates and projections (“information”) contained within this report are solely those of Ninepoint

Partners LP and are subject to change without notice. Ninepoint Partners makes every e ort to ensure that the

information has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate. However, Ninepoint Partners

assumes no responsibility for any losses or damages, whether direct or indirect, which arise out of the use of this

information. Ninepoint Partners is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained

herein. The information should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own

judgment. Please contact your own personal advisor on your particular circumstances. Views expressed regarding

a particular company, security, industry or market sector should not be considered an indication of trading intent

of any investment funds managed by Ninepoint Partners LP. Any reference to a particular company is for

illustrative purposes only and should not to be considered as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or

sell nor should it be considered as an indication of how the portfolio of any investment fund managed by

Ninepoint Partners LP is or will be invested. Ninepoint Partners LP and/or its a liates may collectively bene cially

own/control 1% or more of any class of the equity securities of the issuers mentioned in this report. Ninepoint

Partners LP and/or its a liates may hold short position in any class of the equity securities of the issuers

mentioned in this report. During the preceding 12 months, Ninepoint Partners LP and/or its a liates may have

received remuneration other than normal course investment advisory or trade execution services from the

issuers mentioned in this report.

Ninepoint Partners LP: Toll Free: 1.866.299.9906. DEALER SERVICES: RBC Investor & Treasury Services: Tel:

416.955.5885; Toll Free: 1.877.874.0899


